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Quest and Conquest - July 12, The spirit that Prophet Muhammad (sa) came to instil was for one to take the flag of
Islam and march forward. What is the quest of the Muslims?

Pretty simple move but definitely effective. Have you seen how huge he is! I had forgotten how baby Solars
could be. You actually think that this is big. Fist of the Daystar is pretty much custom made to punch out
beings the size of mountains, that dude is not going to be much of a problem. Instead of getting essence to rest
inside your fists, you are going to project it from your fists. And instead of calling upon the perfecting
temperance of your sun-aspected essence, you are going to unleash the destructive wrath of its valor. The
opposite in fact. Just do the exact reverse of what you learned to do earlier when I tell you to, OK? But it was
still doable, so you are now looking at the gaping void where a wall once stood. Those when people could
walk all over you because you were weak? You are exalted, you are Solar. Weakness is no longer something
you can do. The Sun is the god of Victory and perfection, and you have his power. Not just the power to hit
faster and harder than before, but faster than your opponent can react, and harder than required to achieve
victory. You bask in the feeling of strength, power, but more importantly, pride at your accomplishment. Then
you look toward Lung should be standing and your confidence starts falling fast. Noticing that Zeph
immediately speaks up. You told me he regenerates rather fast, so you are going to learn how to disrupt his
inner life energy to cripple him. Your Kung Fu is stronger than his and your hits will lay him out flat on his
back in a matter of seconds. Then she has a flash of realization. He knew you were going to be fighting a
powerful pyrokinetic so he made sure that you had the power Solars use to protect themselves against fires.
For now, whenever you can avoid a blast of flame, do that. Zeph went around the place to flatten the gravel
back to its normal state while you were practicing earlier, but she had to let Reya take her place to fetch Lung,
who is being set back in his original position right now. Getting in a deceptively nonchalant stance, you make
sure that your fists and feet are reinforced with your power and then that you remember the only two moves
you have learned. And you step in. Except that it is not painful, for some reason. Bull-rushing Lung, you note
a lock of curly hair flowing in front of your eyes, which is not even singed, just as Zeph had predicted. Lung
hears you coming and channels his anger in a claw swipe that threatens to rip your head from your shoulders.
Except that you can see it coming from a mile away and idly note the exact path it is going to go through in
the first fraction of second of his attack. And then you kick. But you also pour all you battle-thirst into it, all
your desire to beat him, Zeph had insisted you do that on your first blow. And you aim it right at his crotch
too, just like in your mental image from your first successful active Charm. To him it probably felt like being
hit by a freight train. The freight being pain and viciousness. He literally flies in the air, two full yards from
the ground, before crumpling in a heap. A mixture of angry roars and pained whimpers escape from his mouth
as you move in to press your advantage. Both Zeph and Reya were very clear on that: You remember which
eye you managed to wound with your wasp, and choose this side to attack. Still, his claw could end the match
in an instant if you give him the chance. Instead of taking the last couple steps toward him you jump,
somersault really, aiming to approach him directly from above: Once again, no need to do anything, almost
too easy. You channel more power to feed the same two special moves, exercising the mental control to
combine their effect, and you see streams of purple and red circle your body to focus on your foot when you
slam it into his face. With an impressive crunch of broken brick you kick his head into the ground, not on the
ground but literally into it. You almost take the time to take a deep breath and get your bearing, but you keep
your head into the game and launch your next move. Rising your right leg high, foot just above your head and
left foot on his, you once again call upon your power. You get a better look at the trail of energy spiraling their
way toward your feet as you bring it down on the small of his back this time. Do you get the same visual effect
every time you weave several Charms together, or every time you weave the same Charms together? There
might be people inside and Lung is still wreathed in flame! You immediately jump down, aiming to land right
next to Lung who is on all fours and struggling to rise up or maybe not to fall back down. A little bit worried
you use your foot again to lift he eyelid over his one good eye. His eyes are rolled back, almost nothing but the
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white is showing. With the tension of the fight draining out of you, you can feel the power invested into your
limbs fade away, and your power toning down, the light around you becoming closer to a well lit room rather
than high noon. Looking at your hand you notice that they are wreathed in that same light that washed over
you earlier. This aura seems to extend about two inches from your body. Suddenly as you notice that it seems
to be very slowly retracting into your body, you realize: The stark change of colors around you? You turn
around and see that this sound apparently came from the large creature now facing you jumping from the roof
you just left. You can actually see the the texture of its muscles, as if it had been flayed. You are now cut off
on both sides. The tallest of the four wears a black motorcycle helmet and black motorcycle leathers. It might
look rather mundane if not for the full-face visor sculpted to look like a stylized skull, as black as the rest of
his costume, with only the faint highlights of reflected light on the surface to give a sense of what it is. He
could use a better cut for the shoulders and the material of the pants should be a a shade more- Wait a minute,
since when are you a fashion critic? And why do you feel you know exactly how to fix his costume to put
more emphasis on his shoulders? The second figure is a girl, dressed in a skintight outfit that combined black
with a pale shade of purple and she has blond hair, long and windblown. The third one is a girl -a very buff
girl- wearing a plaid skirt, army boots, a torn-up sleeveless T-shirt instead of a costume. Or maybe it counts as
a costume with the addition of the hard plastic, dollar-store rottweiler mask. The fourth and final figure is
wearing a white mask, not quite as decorative or made up as the ones you associated with the carnivals in
Venice, but similar. He has placed a silver coronet around his short black curls, and wears a ruffled white shirt
with skintight leggings tucked into knee-high boots. He can definitely pull it off. The outfit was very
renaissance faire, but- no, no fashion commentary, focus on him, not the costume. He has a build that makes
you think more of a dancer than a bodybuilder. Overall, they are obviously bad guys.
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Hello Guest! Due to an increasing awareness amongst the staff that many ordinary users have little idea how the report
system and moderation on SB works, we have decided to make an Official SB Reporting Guide.

Gameplay[ edit ] The objective of the game is to win, accomplished by acquiring carrot cards, one of which is
revealed to be the winning "magic carrot" at the end of the game. The player with the winning carrot card must
also have an alive bunny in the Bunny Circle. Acquiring carrot cards is done primarily through the use of
bunnies , which allow the use of an enormous variety of in-game actions. Thus, the game revolves around
playing bunnies and eliminating opposing bunnies through various means some comical and some violent, but
the game art never shows blood or gore. Each player maintains a hand of five cards and a run cycle of two
cards. In each turn, players normally turn the Top Run card face up to play it, then slide the Bottom Run card
into the Top Run position, draw a replacement card, and place a card from their hand into the Bottom Run
position, thus returning their hand size to five cards. Cards may be one of different varieties: There are also the
"Play Immediately" cards, which are played whenever they are drawn. Booster sets containing 55 additional
cards and other equipment have been released, adding to the complexity of the game. As of the Epsilon
revision of the game, Killer Bunnies includes the first booster set. Due to its nature as a noncollectible card
game, each expansion relies on gameplay elements found in previous expansions, prompting players to own
every previous booster set before acquiring the next one. Some have criticized the piecemeal release, although
it is not atypical of collectible card games , to which Killer Bunnies retains a passing resemblance. However,
Killer Bunnies and its booster decks were originally designed together, with certain components referencing or
referring to mechanics found in later booster decks. There are a total of 12 booster decks not including the
Yellow booster which now is included with the Blue starter: The Blue deck features fifteen different bunnies
three colors of every type. The Yellow booster deck adds four additional Carrots to the game. It features
yellow and violet bunnies, as well as the first Free Agent! The combined decks include 12 small cabbage
cards, 12 small water cards, and 12 small carrot cards. The Red booster deck adds Red Bunnies, which are
bunnies that have built-in abilities that additionally benefit the player. This booster also adds four additional
Carrots to the game. Small cards include a cabbage and a water card, as well as 6 defense cards and the 4
small carrot cards. A red dodecahedral die is also included. The Violet booster deck adds Specialty Bunnies,
which are uncolored bunnies which may only be matched with each other to form Bunny Triplets. This
booster adds the last four Carrots to the game and the twenty-sided dice. Another small cabbage and another
small water card are included, as well as 6 more defense cards and the last 4 small carrot cards. You can also
make a bunny triplet with a pawn of any color and two bunnies of that same color. No small cards are included
in this booster. The Green booster deck adds Zodiac cards to the game. Players collect Zodiac cards similarly
to Carrots, and at the end of the game, but before the Magic Carrot is revealed, one Zodiac card is revealed to
be the winning Zodiac symbol, which grants the holder of the respective Zodiac card greater chances of
obtaining the Magic Carrot. Half-color bunnies have also been added, where these bunnies may be treated as
either of two different colors. The Twilight White booster deck adds The White Stuff, a twelve-sided white
die, whose holder is granted the exclusive use of substituting the die for any unfavorable die roll. Two more
pawns, a black and a white pawn, are added. The Stainless Steel booster deck adds Super Bunnies, which are
more powerful but incur additional consequences if they are removed from play. Also included are 8 defense
cards, and a cabbage and a water card. It also adds Ranks which must be assigned to bunnies, allowing the
player owning the highest-ranked Bunny a special privilege. The Wacky Khaki booster deck adds additional
Ranks into the game. The Ominous Onyx booster deck adds Mysterious Places to the game. Players can play
Mysterious Place cards, and during the game, the last player to draw one is granted the privilege of deciding
the destiny of cards with a yellow ball with a red stripe in the picture. This booster deck includes cards. The
Chocolate booster deck adds 55 cards including the previously released at conventions Psi and Omega booster
cards. Their First Adventure would officially be smelted together under the Killer Bunnies and the Quest for
the Magic Carrot games as official boosters. The four Conquest decks Blue, Yellow, Red, and Violet are to be
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added after the Chocolate booster deck and will be further referenced in forthcoming decks. The Fantastic
booster deck adds 55 cards including the previously released at conventions Theta and Phi booster cards. This
is the first released booster after Conquest and Kinder Bunnies have been officially smelted together with the
Quest series. The Caramel Swirl booster deck adds 55 cards and a brown sided die. The Creature Feature
booster deck adds 55 cards, 12 small cards, and a sided custom Chinese Zodiac die. The Pumpkin Spice
booster deck adds 55 cards and 10 markers to track cards that have been traded. Their First Adventure, was
released. It is a very simplified and largely nonviolent game , created for children as young as five years old.
The Sky Blue Starter Deck has very little reading and just a series of basic cards. The Sunshine Yellow
Booster Deck included in the same box as the Starter Deck requires more reading and may not be suitable for
the younger kids. There are no other booster decks available for this game. However the Kinder Bunnies cards
can also be added to the Killer Bunnies cards as an eleventh booster deck. Criticism[ edit ] The most common
criticism of Killer Bunnies is that the game is ultimately a lottery , with the winner being determined by the
random choosing of the Magic Carrot, which is set at the start of the game. Because of this, a player
consistently outclassed through the game can still win as long as a single bunny and a single carrot card is
retained. It also allows less skilled or serious players to enjoy a game against more experienced players. Others
have complained about the complexity of Killer Bunnies, especially with the booster packs added to the game.
There are, however, alternate rules that allow for a non-random endgame. Points are assigned for each Carrot
that a player has acquired, and the "Magic Carrot" is worth a slightly higher point value. This way, a player
with only the Magic Carrot can still be beaten by a player that has dominated the game with collecting many
Carrots. Sequels[ edit ] Sequels to the original Killer Bunnies game have been released. Killer Bunnies and the
Journey to Jupiter was released in October There is also a third game in the series by the name of Killer
Bunnies and the Ultimate Odyssey that was released in It is a new version of the original and is completely
compatible with the Quest for the Magic Carrot.
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quest and conquest â€” j. d. buck Man has ransacked the earth in his quest for happiness. He has climbed the highest
mountains, dredged the deepest seas, penetrated the densest forests, crossed the trackless deserts, and searched the
abyss of space for a new Utopia.

Edit Interactive world Living world that evolves around you, with historical and random events, as well as the
actions of the player all contributing. Settlements More than new cities, castles, villages and special scenes to
discover, explore, conquer and plunder. Characters More than historical characters and extra NPCs: Kings,
Lords, Ladies, bards, priests and many others. Storyline A story mode where the player will be part of a
complex plot involving political conspiracy, during the time the sons of Ragnar were leading their Great
Heathen Army through Britain. An immersive game style with choice and consequence, romance, betrayal,
moments of greatness and ruin. Companions More than 15 possible companions, with deep interaction and
different personalities. Sometimes their conflicts will force you to use cunning and diplomacy. Naval travel
Naval travel and warfare, a key feature to really make the setting complete. Warfare Battles can range from
simple robbery to massive naval conflicts between huge fleets laden with warriors, all in dynamic battles
where you can pilot your own boat, adjusting for factors such as wind, waves, and weather. Settlement
building The option to build your own refuge, hire staff for it, and populate it with the wives and children of
your troops Siege warfare Detailed siege warfare system, with options to reduce a defender by hunger or
morale, or by direct assault. With hard choices, plagues and famines, coastal assaults. Hofs of the Nordic gods
Visit the holy grounds of the Nordic Gods. Make sacrifices and recruit powerful yet unpredictable Berserker
troops into your army. Dog companion A loyal canine friend who will stay by your side, even on the
battlefield. Start as leader of a faction Skip the rise to power and get straight into Reforged Editions expanded
kingdom management. Working minigames Out of luck and out of pennings. New ambush system There is no
greater weapon than the element of surprise; catch your enemies off guard with an ambush attack. Though you
must keep your wits about you, or you could be the target of an ambush yourself. New quests and roleplay
events Discover assassination plots, interfere in affairs of religion and more with these new sandbox quests.
Improved atmosphere New ambient sounds and scene contribute to a richer experience in historical Dark Age
Britain. New items Dozens of new weapons and armours as well as updates to old visuals. Battles Improved
enemy AI, incorporating tactics and formations add a new dimension to battles. Shock troops such as the
Berserkir fight like animals but in the heat of battle may not distinguish friend from foe. Expanded multiplayer
New scenes and Raid game mode. Improvements to the UI and additional options for server admins to take
control of the invaders in Invasion mode. More immersion Special player traits and the ability to spread
rumours to influence people throughout the land. More lively scenes with domestic animals walking around.
Extra information about your companions and the option of a second player outfit for use outside of battle, as
well as much more roleplay and many more immersive features. Customise your difficulty options to cater
your own experience and challenge.
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Enter your mobile number or email address below and we'll send you a link to download the free Kindle App. Then you
can start reading Kindle books on your smartphone, tablet, or computer - no Kindle device required.

Lol Thankfully, that quest is bugged. You complete both of them just by killing 5 animals in the Gree area of
Illum.. Wherer to donate them? BioWare, you could put this information in the discription box on the right.
There are two lines of text, therer is space for 10 lines of text. To donate 10 Invasion forces, right click a stack
of them in your inventory. They have a base of Random Champions throughout the galaxy will ding you both
Grav and Surg. Musco says that will be fixed the next time they do Gree. Havik79 I just did CZ daily on an
op, where the first kolto and other thingy you need to pick up, there is a woman and 2 droids, the woman have
me the both them, so even trash can give it. It actually seems more alt unfriendly just like when they released
CXP. The costs for crafting war supplies is ridiculous. It went from 2 components to 5. So almost what it cost
to make 3 before now makes 1. Not to mention before you were crafting within 1 to 2 tiers difference. Now
you need low mats and high mats. Most of the objectives that are high points are not repeatable and without
the guild invasion bonus the low objectives are worthless. This almost seems anti-guild as it removes one of
the big bonuses to joining one. John Kosto Why not? I have 24 toons and I love playing with each and every
one of them. Differeny playing styles for different occasions. So if you for example craft an invasion force you
need to wait until the next day if you want to get points on an Alt aswell. Lol The stronghold bonus is bugged,
of course. I have 3 strongholds, two fully decorated, one partially. That is from the patch notes. That you have
to have ALL rooms unlocked? Or is it simply bugged? Nevermind, someone just posted the exact answer to
what I just asked. Matrim They did mention it, albeit a bit veiled. Paulo Gomes Which means f2p or Pref
players can never reach the maximum bonus with Strongholds. What are these guys thinking? Some things are
changed. Some things are worse.
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Best Answer: In literature, a quest is a journey, usually for spiritual or educational purposes. A conquest suggests a
military action, the taking of power from an enemy or foreign land. A conquest suggests a military action, the taking of
power from an enemy or foreign land.

Sunday, August 25, Selected Biography: Dutton came to Wesley in the late teens and led the church through a
significant growing phase. According to the U. Census for he was living at NW 25th Street. An article in a
local newspaper indicated he had been born in Wisconsin and reared in Seattle. He had received his education
from the Upper Iowa University and took his doctor of philosophy from Kansas City University. His name is
on the letterhead of a letter from Alva B. Jones dated May 25, An undated publication, The Beautiful Ministry
of Womanhood: Chelsea, Kansas City, Missouri and sold for fifteen cents. Conquests - Building this Wealth
into Personality. Part Two - The Supreme Philosophy. His other written work include My America and the
open road: Thought Wealth Press, International Character Education Associations, In he addressed the O. An
exact date for his death is not known, however, there is a Dean C. He is buried with a Carrie L. It is unclear if
this is first or a second wife. Rebuilt Wesley to hold nearly people, structure dubbed "The Dutton Tabernacle"
by congregation,
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Conquest Quest is a Worm/Exalted crossover Quest currently running on www.enganchecubano.com is the story of
Taylor Hebert acquiring a Twilight Caste Solar Exaltation at the beginning of her caped career.

What is the quest of the Muslims? It is to attain salvation, gain the pleasure of Allah swt and follow the
Messenger sa. This quest is of the hearts and minds, thus, it is more significant than any military quest. The
Prophet sa enabled his companions to liberate themselves from the shackles of social pressure. Prior to Islam,
the Arabs were enslaved by the Quraish. Psychological enslavement of humans always begins with the
enslavement of the mind, when one carries a self-defeating attitude and suffers from inferiority complex. Allah
swt commanded the Prophet sa: And your Lord Allah magnify! This is where freedom of body and mind lied.
How did this journey begin? When the Prophet sa received through Jibreel the first five verses of Surah
Al-Alaq, commanding him to read in the name of his Lord, he got confused and ran to Khadijah rtaf. Being a
loving and trusting spouse, she assured the Messenger sa that Allah swt will never wrong him, as he used to
stand for the truth and was considered to be the best man in the city. Khadija rtaf led him to Waraqa bin
Nawfal, her uncle, who was a wise man and well-versed in the earlier scriptures. He perceived what was to
come and informed the Prophet sa that he would be driven out of his home town, because he would challenge
the socio-political status quo of the Quraish A similar scene was sketched hundreds of years ago, when Allah
swt brought Musa as to be nurtured in the palace of the Pharaoh. When Musa as was prepared for his mission,
he looked at the Pharaoh in the eye and told him that he was a transgressor and doing wrong. A common man
from Banu Israel could not even have dreamed of demonstrating such courage. We always fear lack of
experience or understanding. He was not in awe of the Pharaoh and thus, he acted with confidence. He
revealed to them that the Pharaoh was nothing compared to the power and grandeur of Allah swt , Who had
more right to their submission. Here began the quest, and the conquest followed soon after. The Islamic state
was enormous in size â€” larger than what Alexander had conquered. They were not super humans. They were
simple Arabs. Rabiya bin Amir, a Bedouin clad in sheepskins, addressed Rustum, a king in silk and jewels.
When asked by Rustum why he was there, Rabiya answered: To liberate your people from humans and give
them into the enslavement of Allah swt. No firm conclusions can be drawn over how Muslim conquests came
so fast. In some cases, historians Muslims and non-Muslims believe that due to the tolerant nature of the
Islamic rule, disbelievers preferred to take shelter with them. While Europe was facing the dark ages,
Christians and Jews ran to Muslim lands to seek asylum. In the final sermon, our beloved Prophet sa asked all
1,24, believers: He then pointed towards the sky, addressing Allah swt: It was this spirit and sense of purpose
that drove them. The Ashab-e-Rasool heard the Messenger sa and obeyed him until death. Imagine the
Sahabahs who had it drilled in their heads: Then what was it that drove them out to conquer the world with
limited capacity and scarce resources? Where did they all die? The single common thing among all
companions was the Quran. This book was recited to them day and night. Umar bin Khattab rtam states that
they were a disgraced nation; it was this Quran that bestowed honour upon them. They submitted to Allah swt
alone and Allah swt freed them. No oppressor or tyrant was able to control them. The quest of Muslim lies in
liberating the minds and understanding the Quran. The Quran speaks for itself. If we, with all our iphones,
ipads, TVs and jets, cannot reap results today, who can? Today, Muslims collectively suffer from perpetual
enslavement. We have the same Quran and its powerful message with us. However, we differ from the early
Muslims in our understanding and application of the Quran. We think of ourselves as inferior beings. We
choose to believe that we are slaves of the West -. The West is no different from the Quraish. They look down
upon all and do not like to reason with anyone. However, we allow these social and cultural pressures to be
imposed upon us. We do not have leaders; we have only beggars. Learn your magnificent history! In the
golden Andalusian period of the Shariah law, non-Muslims used to run to the Muslim lands for refuge. A
Christian author George Maqdeesi writes that the present-day western university has been derived from the
Islamic Madrassah model of Spain. In those Madrassahs, students learnt philosophy, Ahadeeth, Mantaq, Fiqh,
chemistry, physics, mathematics, etc. Do our Madrassahs look like this today? For them, the quest began at
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home. They submerged themselves into the Kalamullah â€” the Quran, the finely mathematically tuned order
of the universe. The Quran is your quest, too. The command of the Prophet sa was as much for the
companions as it is for me and you. The Quran is no joke. Intertwine Islamic and secular sciences. Gather
material strength, and produce power and capacity within yourself to establish justice and peace in the world.
Embark u[on the quest. By Allah swt , everything will change â€” we will overcome all. Transcribed for Hiba
by Rana Rais Khan. About LiveDeen It is a non-profit project with an up-to-the-minute concept of
lectureshops; a combination of workshops and live lectures of international speakers broad casted via
hi-technology video conferencing tools. Their main aim is to bridge the gap between the English-speaking
strata of the society and Deen.
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The travelogue, travel book and adventure book refer to a literary genre which is as old as travel itself. The genre
includes notes, records and works about exploration and adventure in foreign lands. The travelogue can take the form of
a diary, an essay, a poem, a short story, a novel or a book. It.

Even the Girls Want Her: Tattletale and Panacea both seem to have noticed. What the below Guides normally
act as. As an Exalted, she can become an expert at many skills nigh-instantly, and learn anything else at a
vastly accelerated rate. Her original lawyer was replaced, the media is being censored, and the District
Attorney is on the take. Taylor is distinctly unamused. Instead of a normal Anima and a few fragments of her
past lives memories, Taylor receives two of these, in the form of a First Age Solar Queen, and Taylors Second
Age predecessor. Lung is the victim of this at the hands of the one of the above advisors. When it starts
looking like Firefly is a Dynakinetic who bypasses the Manton Effect, the Wards are not exactly reassured.
Seeing as how Lisa does not know a Solar Exalt is human, she leaps to the apparent conclusion and
understandably panics until Taylor gives her some room to breathe and show that she is not planning to eat
her. Nothing in Earth Bet is really prepared for a Solar Exalted. Taylor, yet again, thanks to the Exaltation. She
Cleans Up Nicely: Taylor, resulting in a boost to her confidence and self-esteem. Tattletale already has a
superpowered version of this in canon. Taylor demonstrates her own version, via the Investigation Excellency
power. After getting a sense of Lisa, Reya immediately and loudly starts pressuring Taylor to take her as a
wife, seeing as how her Sherlock Scan is really useful. Taylor practices Fist of the Daystar style. As Bakuda
and the ABB can attest to. Winds of Destiny, Change: Spending Essence causes a world-wide disruption in
precognition, as its usage cannot be accounted for in the local causality engine. This has attracted the attention
of something. Taylor to Amy, either subconsciously or deliberately. Amy, notable for her self-loathing, seems
confused by how much Taylor, a supervillain, trusts Amy - a member of the New Wave superhero family - not
to pull an ambush on her. As a Solar Exalted, she follows Creations laws, and can enforce those same laws on
reality.
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These quests are located in the same place where you turn in Conquest quests, so they should be easy to spot. We
apologize for any confusion this may have caused, and we're working to make the fixes and conversions as seamless as
possible.

You will be asked to collect the taxes from a town or a village. Collecting all the taxes gains you one fifth of
that amount as your reward. If you are feeling a little greedy, you can keep the money for yourself usually
about denars. This means that the only time it is problematic to not finish the quest is if you need your
relationship with the lord to be increased. You can always finish the quest at a later date if you want, because
gaining this much money earlier in the game is more beneficial than doing so later. You will be asked to kill a
criminal who has taken refuge in a village. You must go to the village center and find a character named
"Nervous Man", talk to him and kill him. Either way you finish this quest, you will always lose reputation
with the village in which you killed the man. Escort lady to town: A lord will ask you to take one of his ladies
to another town. This lady will join your party, and you are to escort her to the destination. Upon arrival, she
will give you a reward. There is a bug in Warband version 1. When you reach the town, instead of the usual
"thank you" dialog, you will be presented with the options that appear when you normally talk to your wife.
You will be asked to lend one of your heroes to the lord for about a week. After the time has passed, go find
this lord and he will return your companion to you Warning, if you lend your hero to a lord that is convicted of
treason, that hero will return to you after several weeks, or even a few months in rare cases. Deliver message
to friendly lord: You will be asked to deliver a message to a certain lord with a payment of 30 denars on the
spot. Find the lord in question and speak to him. When you deliver your message, your relation with this lord
will slightly increase. If you decide to rudely decline delivering the message, your relation with the
quest-giving lord will decrease. Collect debt from lord: You will be asked to return some money lent to one
lord on behalf of another lord. You will be asked to travel to a certain town and talk to a spy, whose identity
may be revealed with a code word given to you by the lord. You have to search during the day for the spy
among the townsfolk. Speak to every wandering townsperson you see. If someone answers the secret code
word, then you have found the spy. If you see the nametag "Townsman", then you have found the spy. You
will be asked to send one of your elite troops inside an enemy town with incriminating evidence against an
enemy lord. Accepting to send your man into the town will make you lose honor. Declining the quest will
decrease your relation with the lord, but increase your honor. You will be asked to train a random number of
troops to a specific type, e. Note that you do not have to give the lord those same troops he provided to you; in
the example given, any Vaegir Infantry would do: A good way to do complete this quest is to recruit a few
more units than the lord gave you, then train them to a reasonable level at a Training Field before bringing
them into combat to level them up faster. After accepting the quest some time will pass, then a message will
pop up saying you have cornered the merchant in an alley. After the first few hits he may beg for mercy and
you will get two options: Killing him results in the full reward and a loss of honor while letting him live cuts
the reward in half. Refusing the quest reduces your relationship with the lord by 1. Bring back runaway serfs:
After accepting this quest, a few groups of serfs peasants will spawn close to the town you are in and quickly
run away. When you talk to them you have the option to let them run, which boosts your relation with their
original village, or to tell them to return to their village, which damages your relation with their hometown. Be
sure to keep fairly close to the serfs if you tell them to return, if you wander too far they will try to run again.
You will be asked to join that faction as a mercenary and be paid for your services. While a mercenary, the
enemies and allies of the faction that hired you now become your enemies and allies, respectively. Unlike
vassalage , you cannot capture land for yourself while serving as a mercenary. However, you can boost your
relation with a faction enough so that after some time, the king may ask you to become a vassal. You will be
asked to follow a spy who is trying to meet with his accomplices. In order to get the full reward from this
quest, the spy and his handler must be left alive in this battle. After the two men are captured, return to the
town to receive your reward. If you bring one of the two, the reward will be halved. Be advised, the spy leaves
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immediately! You will be asked to find and eliminate a hideout for nearby bandits within 60 days. It will
appear once you walk close enough to it on the map, but you can often guess its location by watching the
movement of nearby bandits. The sight range might be affected by spotting range, so searching for it during
daylight is advisable. Note that you cannot usually follow bandits back to their hideout, because upon seeing
you they abandon their original route and flee directly away from you. Though, you may be able to follow the
tracks from their wanderings. Simply go to the party and select the dialog option. Denouncing a lord to his
face will cause a large drop in his disposition towards you. Failing when denouncing a lord to the king causes
a large drop in his disposition towards you as well. You are then given the option to turn in the lord who gave
you this quest. If this is done, you lose honor but regain all but 1 of the disposition you lost with the king. A
lord will beseech you to recover one their family members from a prison in an opposing castle or town.
Unfortunately, the ransom option does not appear to work in this situation. Oddly enough, whatever your
method in completing the quest, neither your relationship with the lord of the castle, nor that of the faction he
represents will be harmed. However, you will receive a fair relationship boost with the freed prisoner and a
significant boost with the quest giver in addition to denars and experience points. Sometimes, you may
encounter a bug where the prisoner lord become hostile to you which makes it impossible to complete the
quest. This can only be fixed by shutting down and reopening the game. Also, be aware that once you have
rescued the prisoner, if the lord is defeated again the quest will be cancelled and you cannot collect your
reward. A lord will ask that you provoke a war with another faction within 30 days. Accepting the quest will
require you to attack a caravan of the other faction. Attacking a caravan will cause you to lose 5 relation with
the opposing kingdom and also net a loss of one honor, but you do get the goods that come with destroying a
caravan. Once the quest is completed, you will gain 10 relation with the lord who gave you the quest as well
as denars and experience; unfortunately, you will also lose another point of honor. Give a kingdom
provocation to attack another: Similar to the "Raid caravan" quest, this quest can be completed by performing
any hostile act toward the target faction. If you decide to attack a group of peasants, a caravan, or an army of
said faction, you can complete the quest before you actually fight them by leaving the battle before you start or
by retreating. Monarch The rulers of factions provide most of the same quests as regular lords, but there are a
few exceptions. Give an oath of homage: Go to the king and give him your oath of homage. Marshall Edit The
chosen marshall will often summon the player when on a military campaign. When first summoned, you are
given directions to his current location, though if you are far away when you receive them, it can sometimes
be difficult tracking him down. Report to the marshall: Go to the marshall of your faction. Talk to him and he
will give you another quest. Follow the army of the marshall. If you get too far away from the army you will
fail, although the game will give you a warning first. This quest is postponed while completing any other
quests given by the marshall, and reinstated upon their completion. Following the marshall until his campaign
is over can grant you a lot of experience. Your marshall asks you to join an assault of a town or a castle. You
will be asked to scout three places usually nearby castles and villages and then report back to the marshall.
9: COMLEX and COMAT | COMQUEST
Conquest is a members-only minigame released as an addition to the Void Knights quest series. Like Pest Control, the
other minigame playable from the Void Knights' Outpost, the only requirement for Conquest is level 55 Combat.
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